T 1-presentation of the subject.
Political map in which we move.
Formation of working groups and distribution of tasks for the entire course.
Election of first practices.
2.-theoretical explanation about the distribution of political parties. The difference between
nationalism and authorities. Distribution of the different nationalist ideologies throughout the
national territory.
Teamwork of all kind. Exhibition and presentation of each of the committees that will continue
throughout the semester. Activities.
Theoretical explanation about the three branches of Government: Executive, legislative, and
judicial. Questions about explained issues.
3.-first discussion on featured theme. For 10/15 minutes, two students exhibited their work.
One in favor of the chosen theme and the other against. Whole class present a work written
about its position on the issue. Debates and delivery of final papers.
4.-theoretical explanation about the General Parlaments : Congress and Senate.
Later questions about explained.
Work in groups of pupils. Exhibitions of the investigations carried out during the two weeks of
the work of the Commission
Groups must explain the theory that has been given so far. There will be questions for
everyone.
5.-second discussion on a chosen topical theme. Two speakers and debate of all kind. At the
end will be the posture and the consequences of the debate
Theoretical 6.-explanation of the parliamentary Dynamics: the table. The groups. The Board of
spokesmen. The commissions. The plenum.
Practical class. Viewing a login control to the Government.
Perform a chronicle as seen.
Legislative function and control function
By group exhibition on the follow-up to the parliamentary committees.
7.-class theoretical about the European Union: phases of creation.
Topical debate. Two speakers.

8.-the European Parliament: organisation and functions
By groups, exposure on the follow-up to the parliamentary committees
9.-the Codecision in the decision-making process in the EU.
Practical class viewing of plenary session.
Subsequent Chronicle of what has been lived.
10.-the Treaty of Lisbon. Changes in the P.E.
Topical debate. Two facing speakers.
Theoretical class on the European institutions
Group work. Exhibition of the monitoring committees.
11.-class theoretical about the history of the Spanish Parliament over democracy.
Topical debate. Two facing speakers
12.-the autonomies of Spain. Regional parliaments
13.-summary end of follow-up to parliamentary committees
14.-recoveries, tutoring, delivery of works, etc.
Preparation of evaluation

